


Introduces yet another South African First 

–

A GREEN way 

of cleaning wall-splits

We have two services

The “A” Services done annually

The “B” service done quarterly or monthly



This amazing Company is at the  top of their game

They service 15000 mid-walls 

throughout the Western Cape

At  the forefront  of the GOING GREEN campaign, 

The “A” service demo was shot at 



We think it is a good idea to check whether the drain pipe is clear or 

not. Simply attach the pipe to a bucket. Pour some water into the 

pan, and see whether it runs through freely. 



Turn off the unit

Here’s how!

The “A” Service



•Remove filters



Brush off any dust

on the filters with a soft paint 

brush



•Lay a sheet of plastic on the floor 

•Shake the bottle of O3 SmartAIR well

•Lightly spray sufficient O3 SmartAIR onto the filters to remove any  

contaminants.

O3 SmartAIR



Spread the O3 SmartAIR over the 

filter using a soft truncated paint 

brush



Remove the barrel fan. 

We recommend that it is cleaned 

thoroughly at least once a year – more 

often if circumstances demand.



Spray on SmartAIR  - ensuring that 

coverage penetrates through the fan

Use a truncated paint brush to remove 

any resistant contaminants



It is essential that a mask is worn when applying O3 

chemicals for the first time. 

The chemicals are powerful, and will penetrate to 

the core of the unit, removing dirt, grime, and 

bacteria that will have accumulated ever since it 

was installed, and that ordinary coil cleaners won’t 

get to. 

Bacteria that customers and staff breathe in every 

day. O3 has built in a refreshing fragrance to mask 

the smell of  these contaminants and bacteria as 

they are removed. 

There is also a  further refreshing fragrance when 

the O3 SmartFinish is applied.



Shake the bottle well.  Apply  SmartAIR  

to the coil and fins

•Spray 8 to 10 bursts of O3 SmartAIR 

onto the coil and fins

•Use a brush to  spread the chemical, 

and remove excess dirt

•Allow 5 minutes for the  product to work

• The product is safe on Bluchem 

coatings. 



•If  the coil and fins are excessively 

dirty, do the clean twice.

•SmartAIR is powerful,

and will remove any contaminants and 

bacteria on contact.

•Too much dirt coming off at once could 

cause a blockage in the narrow drain 

pipe.



•Spray O3 SmartFinish onto the 

filters, and wipe with a dry cloth or 

paint brush

O3 SmartFinish

The Rinse-off and Polishing



Spray SmartFinish onto the 

barrel fan. Use a truncated 

paint brush to apply evenly



•Shake the O3 SmartFinish bottle well.

•Spray 8 to 10 bursts of 

O3 SmartFinish onto coil and fins 

Also spray onto a truncated paint brush and 

use to remove any excess dirt 



Replace filters



•Switch on air con. 

•Most important -

Do not set to cool

•Set to room temperature or hot.

Run for  5 minutes

•Restore temp setting 

to normal operating temperature

•O3 SmartFinish gives off 

refreshing fragrance



Introduces yet another South African First 

–

A GREEN way 

of cleaning wall-splits

The O3 “B” Services



Imagine! 

You will never have to take

a wall-split outside to clean it

Nor will you  have to access water!

The O3  “B” Service Programme for wall-splits 

introduces a new dimension to cleaning.

It’s quick. It’s simple, and it’s 

cost effective.

It’s also GREEN



Turn off the unit

Here’s how!

Before starting the clean, always check the drain pipe is clear by 

pouring some water into the pan



•Open the case

•Remove filters



Brush off any dust

on the filters with a soft paint 

brush



Lay a sheet of plastic on the floor 

•Shake the bottle of O3 SmartAIR well

•Lightly spray sufficient O3 SmartAIR onto the filters to remove any 

contaminants.



Wear a mask in the unlikely event of a heavy 

build-up of contaminants since the ”A” clean. 

The pungent odour which could result is 

masked by the fresh fragrance built into O3 

SmartAir. 

This allows the product to be used in normal 

office time without any disruptions. 



Spread the O3 SmartAIR over the 

filter using a soft truncated paint 

brush

O3 SmartAIR



Shake the bottle well.  Apply  SmartAIR

•Spray 8 to 10 bursts of O3 SmartAIR

onto the coil and fins

•Use a brush to  spread the chemical, 

and remove excess dirt

•Allow 5 minutes for the  product to 

work



•If  the coil and fins are excessively 

dirty, do the clean twice.

•SmartAIR is powerful,

and will remove any contaminants on 

contact.

•Too much dirt coming off at once could 

cause a blockage in the narrow drain 

pipe.



Spray O3 SmartFinish onto the filters, and 

wipe with a dry cloth or paint brush

O3 SmartFinish

The Rinse-off and Polishing



•Shake the O3 Smart Finish bottle well.

•Spray 8 to 10 bursts of 

O3 SmartFinish onto coil and fins 

Spray onto a truncated paint brush to remove any excess dirt on 

the coil and fins 



Replace Filters



•Switch on air con. 

•Most important -

•Do not set to cool

•Set to room temperature or hot.

Run for 5 minutes

•Restore temp setting 

•to normal operating temperature

•O3 SmartFinish gives off 

refreshing aroma



The most efficient,

Cost-effective

Time-saving

Safe

GREEN

Coil Cleaners



Introducing a new GREEN way  of cleaning 

condensers

Using

•It’s quick, simple, and very cost-effective

•Less than R3.00 per unit

•It saves huge quantities of that most precious gift

Water



You will never again use a 

hosepipe or a WAP

to clean a condenser 

X



Use:

O3 Acidic Coil Cleaner or O3 

Alkaline Coil Cleaner in a 1:1 

dilution for very dirty coils

1:5 dilution for normal dirt or grime

Cleaning a Condenser unit

without a hosepipe or a WAP

couldn’t be easier  

Launches a South African First



. 

•Use an applicator to spray only 

300ml of O3 Acidic Coil Cleaner or 

O3 Alkaline Coil Cleaner in a 1:1 or 

a 1:5 dilution into the condenser

•Completely safe on Copper and  

aluminium

• Safe on

• Bluchem coatings 

•The chemical is left on for  about 5 

minutes

5-litre



Then use an applicator to 

spray just 4 Litres of water 

to rinse off the chemical.



The O3 also leaves a protective coating to 

prevent rust

And extend the life of the unit

The cost is less than R3 per unit

The dirt will be removed!

No matter how often a condenser is cleaned 

with water, it will never be as clean  when 

done with

O3 Acidic Coil Cleaner or

O3 Alkaline Coil Cleaner



Going really 

GREEN

With

Working for a Better Planet


